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Chapter 5

“Guangzhou Film” and Guangzhou
Urban Culture
An Overview
Hui Liu, Shi-Yan Chao, and Richard Xiaying Xu

Chinese film historians have generally agreed that film industries have
thrived in many large cities in China with different development ecologies.1
However, current research on the history of Chinese cinema has been too
narrowly focused on Shanghai cinema alone. To expand the scope of Chinese film historiography we identified Guangzhou and its cinema history
of the early Republican period as a point of departure. Our research found
that there is a close connection between the development of Guangzhou
city and the cinema history specific to the area of South China, including
Guangzhou and Hong Kong.
In the following pages, we will first provide a brief history of the city of
Guangzhou. It is the foundation for our subsequent proposal of the idea of
“Guangzhou film” in the chapter’s second section. By challenging the paradigm in Chinese film history that has been narrowly based on the film
industry and urban culture of Shanghai, the idea of “Guangzhou film,” as
will become clear in the third and fourth sections, materializes through an
examination of early Lingnan-based film culture that involved not only production and distribution, but also exhibition and consumption in an evolving urban milieu. Also crucial to this were the geopolitics and historical conditions particular to Guangzhou, as well as the intricate interaction between
Guangzhou and Hong Kong. By stressing the significance of a Lingnan-
based regional film culture, along with Guangzhou’s relative dominance
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in the early Republican era, we argue for a rethinking of Chinese national
cinema from the perspective of regional cinemas and their corresponding
urban cultures.

The City of Guangzhou: A Brief History
Guangzhou and the Lingnan area (south of the Five Ridges in Southern
China) had profound geopolitical significance in the modern reformation of
China. This area was the most typical representative of a marine culture that
took shape after 1757, when Guangzhou (then known as Canton) was the
only treaty port until after the Opium War (1839–1842), when there were
“five treaty ports” dotting five coastal cities of China. Overseas Chinese traveling abroad and foreign merchant ships that docked in Guangzhou brought
it a few advantages: it was the first city to be exposed to Western cultures,
and it enjoyed more openness than inland cities; it also had the largest number of professionals dealing with foreign affairs. Moreover, overseas students
and overseas Chinese brought with them Western education, technology,
and media.
It was due to this that Guangzhou played a pivotal role in modern reforms in China. On the map of Chinese geopolitics, Guangdong Province
sits in the south of China, and was the first to be assaulted by Western battleships. The cession of Hong Kong in 1841 and Bao’an County in 1898 were
two indicators. Within this context, Guangdong also became the birthplace
of representative Cantonese talents who had a spirit of anti-imperialism and
self-improvement, such as Kang Youwei, Liang Qichao, and Sun Yat-sen.
The natural barrier of the five ridges led to an attenuated sense of belonging to inland China in terms of both politics and cultures. While there had
been inclinations of autonomy toward the end of the Qing dynasty,2 a great
passion for revolution was manifested among Cantonese talents and capital.
From late Qing to the beginning of the Republic of China, Guangzhou displayed a new time and space and showed an eagerness to construct the city
according to Western style.
The thirteen sectors of trading along the Pearl River had long broken
the scope of traditional city walls and moved the city center of Guangzhou
downstream to the north band of the Pearl River. With its proximity to the
colonial city of Hong Kong, a place of mainly Cantonese-speaking people,
Guangzhou developed a distinct social structure that gravitated toward
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commerce rather than industry. As foreign trade became the economic pillar
of the city, a unique environment was shaped. Financial speculation brought
back by overseas Chinese businessmen, frequent smuggling along the coastal areas, and conflicts occasioned by foreign investments and local reactions
further helped define the city of Guangzhou.
From 1917 to 1927, Sun Yat-sen and the Nationalist Party (Kuomintang
or KMT) established political sovereignty in Guangzhou three times. This
period can be called the glorious “Ten Years of Guangzhou,”3 during which
Guangzhou took the lead in city construction in China. For example, Guangzhou learned from European and American models to build the first Chinese modern city with a new municipal system. Sun Yat-sen’s son, Sun Fo,
then mayor of Guangzhou, launched large-scale city construction activities,
including building roads, maintaining riverbanks, improving transportation,
building public facilities and commercial residential buildings, and so on. In
October 1921, the first public park opened in the city. This park provided
recreational spaces to the public; it showcased the development of modern
Guangzhou city.4 Long Bund Road, which was built during 1901–1914, became the new thoroughfare, crossing the east and west of Guangzhou, and
it also became the most prosperous business/entertainment district, populated with shops, cinemas, and brothels.5 On June 21, 1912, China’s first department store, Guangzhou Sincere, opened on Long Bund Road. Another
major department store, the Sun, and its affiliated Asia Hotel opened on
January 4, 1919. The twelve-story building that housed playgrounds, hair salons, and bathhouses was unprecedented in China. These department stores
on Long Bund Road set the benchmark for Shanghai’s city development.
Along with the prosperity of the Long Bund Road district also came the
peculiar design of arcade or veranda. A hybridity of Chinese and Western
architectural styles, the main objective of this particular design was to facilitate shopping regardless of the weather.6
In the 1920s, the traditional Chinese attire was gradually replaced by
Western clothing. Imported perfumes, body lotions, leather shoes, foreign
houses, and cars were leading the lifestyle of the residents.7 An article in 1935
titled “Living Conditions in Guangzhou” stated, “Guangdong Province was
the first to establish commercial relations with foreigners, and it was also the
most prosperous in this. The land of Guangdong is rich, and the living conditions are the best among all provinces. The capital of Guangdong is akin to
European and American cities, leaving Shanghai far behind.”8
Along with this prosperity of Guangzhou city came a robust film culture.
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In Guangzhou, there were numerous cinemas dotting the Pearl River banks,
the Huiai Road central to the old city, and the then-official Yonghan Road.
There were over thirty cinemas in Guangzhou, second only to Shanghai.
The cultural atmosphere of film was even more pronounced. The profound
influence of film culture on fashion was exemplified by local celebrity Huang
Xiulan. The bearer of the title “Miss Xiguan,” Huang was representative of
Guangzhou fashion. Xiguan is a traditional neighborhood west of the city
center known for its Lingnan cultural heritage. Fond of foreign films, Huang
would frequently go to movies starring Shirley Temple and would replicate
the clothing style of her characters with embroidery. She even changed her
named to Xiulan, homophone of the Chinese translation of “Shirley.”9
Moreover, it may be that Guangzhou residents differed from Shanghai
urbanites in taste when it comes to film appreciation. Guangzhou and Hong
Kong, so to speak, constituted a unique Cantonese film culture, retaining a
particular kind of cinematic experience and urban culture. However, in cinema studies, or even urban cultural studies, few have been done with a clear
focus on “Guangzhou” per se. The city of Guangzhou, despite its vital importance and prosperity in the early Republican era, has been largely ignored.
Compared with the limited studies on Guangzhou city, study of Guangzhou film is virtually nonexistent. The film industry was part of the urban
history of Guangzhou. However, the study of the history of Guangzhou
has been limited to trade and urban development. As a detailed survey in
one doctoral thesis in 2005 notes, there are virtually no studies on Guangzhou’s consumer culture.10 While some research showed that Hong Kong
began film production in the 1920s with topics exploited from local life, why,
then, did Guangzhou not take full advantage of its geographical location and
regional culture to become a full-blown cinema city? Somewhat ironically,
while Hong Kong is generally regarded as the center of current Cantonese
popular culture, it was in effect behind Guangzhou in the 1920s. In respect to
the scale of film industry, research released by the U.S. Department of Commerce in 1930 also showed that Guangzhou was the second busiest regional
film market in China, second only to Shanghai in terms of both the output
of production and the total capacity of the movie theaters (detailed below).
More to the point, since the 1980s, when China opened to the world,
Hong Kong has significantly reshaped the identity of Lingnan culture with
its Cantonese films and songs. However, the important contribution of
Guangzhou to the history of the Republican period and its interaction with
Hong Kong has been ignored. Indeed, our proposal of the idea of “Guang-
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zhou film” calls attention to this forgotten history and proffer an embedded account of the Lingnan-based urban film culture during this key era.
From the overweening influence of Shanghai then, to the gravitational pull
of Hong Kong now, it is advisable to restore Guangzhou’s initial clout and
natural habitat to the region’s cinema and popular culture.

“Guangzhou Film”: Cinema and Urban Studies
beyond Shanghai
“China’s early film production industry developed in parallel lines: one in
Shanghai, the other in Guangzhou,”11 remarked Guan Wenqing (Kwan Man-
ching, Moon Kwan, 1894–1995), a veteran filmmaker who participated in both
the Guangdong and the Hong Kong film industries.12 In the 1910s, few films
were made in China. The national film industry essentially took off in the
1920s, with the world recovering from World War I, concomitant with the
United States streamlining film production process and formulas.13 It was
documented in the Yearbook of the Chinese Film Industry 1927 that “film companies have mushroomed since the tenth year of the Republican period (1921),
which was truly sensational.”14 By 1925, there were already some 175 film companies in Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin, Zhenjiang, Wuxi, Hangzhou, Chengdu,
Hankou, Xiamen, Shantou, Guangzhou, and Hong Kong altogether. Among
them were 141 in Shanghai, followed by Guangzhou with 8, and Hong Kong
with 7.15 In terms of the number of cinemas, before October 1930, there were
seventeen cinemas in Guangzhou with 14,300 seats, ranking second in China
next to Shanghai, which had fifty-seven movie theaters. Following Guangzhou, Hankou had fifteen, Hong Kong had thirteen, and Xiamen had twelve.16
Even though Guangzhou ranked second when judging by number, the
two developing lines of Shanghai and Guangzhou mentioned by Guan Wenqing appeared quite unbalanced. Guan’s remarks on Guangzhou were nonetheless weighted by the largest region of cinema audiences: the Nanyang
Chinese communities in Southeast Asia. Two factors merit attention here.
First, the 30 million overseas Chinese consisted mainly of Cantonese, who
were the major contributors to the box office of the Chinese film industry in
general. And before the advent of sound film, there was no division between
Cantonese and Mandarin films. Second, the cinemas in many big coastal cities were then run by foreign businessmen, having screening contracts with
American film companies. Domestic films as a result rarely got the chance
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to be screened in cinemas. “The biggest market (for domestic films), excluding domestic venues, resided primarily in the islands in Southeast Asia,
and secondarily in Vietnam,” wrote one journalist for The Public Comment
(Gongpingbao).17 Chinese audiences in the region retained a strong feeling of
nostalgia. They cared not so much about the films’ quality as about the traditional folklores and fantasies associated with their motherland. Therefore,
many film companies in Guangzhou and in Shanghai as well tailored films
for the diaspora audience. The same journalist commented:
Many film companies in Shanghai thought of alternative strategies to
avoid direct competition with foreign companies. They drew upon classic novels of gods and spirits, such as Journey to the West and Investiture
of the Gods [Feng shen bang] as the sources of film scripts.18
Distributors from Southeast Asia also traveled to Shanghai to select, prepay for, and thereby help finance the films they were interested in, well before
their completion; they hence established business relationships with production
companies (such as the Tianyi Company, one of the top three film companies in
Shanghai at that time, forerunner of Shaw Brothers). With the arrival of sound,
however, Guangzhou became the privileged center for Cantonese film production. This tremendous audience base also helped explain why Hong Kong became another center of Cantonese films along with the arrival of sound.
With the opening of the Shanghai port in 1843, which was closer to the
geopolitical center of China, it quickly replaced Guangzhou as China’s foreign trade center, and later became the center of modern and contemporary
culture. After the advent of sound film in China in the 1930s, Shanghai cinema, due to its proximity to the political center of Nanjing, produced talkies
in Mandarin Chinese and perpetuated the legitimacy of Mandarin as the
lingua franca for Chinese cinema, with stars like Ruan Lingyu finding themselves marginalized due to their insufficient Mandarin. In contrast, Hong
Kong and Guangzhou were trying to develop Cantonese-language films
with local talents during the same period. Compared with Shanghai cinema
as the representative of Chinese cinema, Cantonese-language films embodied intimate connections to the region in which they were produced. The
Cantonese-speaking populations in Guangdong and Guangxi Provinces, together with the 30 million overseas Chinese (over 70 percent of whom were
Cantonese-speaking), comprised the major audiences of Cantonese films.
Early cinema cities had to be port cities in order to ensure the importa-
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tion of film stocks and equipment as well as the distribution of films. Aside
from Shanghai, the seven port cities, including Harbin, Dalian, Hankou,
Tianjin, Hong Kong, and Guangzhou, accounted for 62 percent of the total
cinemas in the entire country and 70 percent of the total seats.19 Among
them, Guangzhou and Hong Kong were the most likely candidates for developing a different film industry vis-à-vis Shanghai. However, much like
the discrepant agendas “autonomous governance of united provinces,” proposed by Chen Jiongming,20 and the “great unity,” proposed by Sun Yat-sen,
the Nanjing government in 1936 went so far as to ban all dialect films in order to promote Mandarin films and enhance the monopoly of Shanghai cinema. This political prohibition ignored the historical fact that Guangzhou
had been a cinema city, and it—as will be addressed below—would help
reconfigure the intricate dynamic between Guangzhou and Hong Kong.

The Rise of “Guangzhou Film” and Its
External Constraints
The earliest film-related activities in China took place in colonial regions
or concessions in port cities where foreigners clustered. American Far East
shooting teams had arrived in Hong Kong to shoot scenic films in 1898, only
three years after the invention of film.21 As for screening activities, the target audiences consisted initially of foreigners and eventually of Chinese. For
Chinese audiences in Guangzhou in particular, early screenings mostly took
place in teahouses, or during breaks in Cantonese operas. As one local observer stated, “During the reign of Emperors Guangxu and Xuantong [the
first decade of the twentieth century], films arrived in Southern China, first
at the ‘Pichong Academy’ overseen by the Shishi Academy Church located
in Daxin Street of Guangzhou. Films were screened as sideline entertainment when classes were over. . . . Not long after that, a new cinema named
Jinghuatai opened at Hui’ai Ba Yue. This, as the first cinema in the region,
would be later regarded as the ancestor of movie theaters in Southern China.”22 When films were new to Guangzhou, the screening conditions were
quite simple: they were mainly arranged in teahouses, academies, or theaters as a sideline business. Between 1911 and 1920, simple screening venues
appeared in Minzhi, Tonglingtai, and Xuanyuan Bridge; sideline film projecting businesses appeared in the Yuzhang Academy, Yijing Hotel, Jiutian
Dongjia, East Garden, and the rooftop of the Sincere department store.23
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These screening activities gradually familiarized the Guangzhou residents
with films, and a film cultural atmosphere eventually developed.
The city of Guangzhou was undergoing rapid transformation in the early 1920s, and films were one of the most salient factors that represented the
modernization (Westernization) of Guangzhou. The Guangzhou Republican
Daily (Guangzhou minguo ribao) launched in June 1923 was the first party
newspaper of the KMT. Shortly after its launch, an article titled “Talking
about Films” was published on September 25, 1923, which announced the
setting up of a special column on films:
The film industry is booming in China. Guangzhou alone has eight to
nine cinemas, and there are film production companies in Hong Kong.
Previously movie fans concentrated on one or two actors/actresses, as
they appear in feature-length films such as Huanglian and Mo Liqiong.
Most of the film stars in this industry were barely known by our audiences. Nowadays . . . actors and actresses gain more attention. If a film
celebrity stars in a new movie, audiences rush to warmly embrace it. This
provides evidence for the tremendous pace at which the film industry is
developing. To introduce Western civilization and to boost art and education, we specially set up a column for news and reviews on films. We
will earnestly introduce valuable films around the world, and spare no
efforts in criticizing those we consider harmful to society. We will also
release the latest news from film circles, in the hope of stimulating public
interest. Essays or opinions from our valued readers would be profusely
appreciated.24
In terms of the relationship between a city and film, foreign films, especially Hollywood movies, played a leading role in the formation of urban
film culture. The closer local showings were to the initial release dates, the
more non-Chinese audiences there were. However, during the 1920s, as influenced by Western culture, Chinese people started to display a stronger
penchant for movies. In cities where foreigners clustered, Chinese accounted
for 30 percent to 70 percent of audiences, depending on the films’ appeal.
In the inland city of Beijing, Chinese viewers totaled up to 90 percent of
audiecnes.25 Many early cinemas were bought and set up by foreign entrepreneurs and overseas Chinese who had distribution contracts with major
Hollywood companies. In light of this, the formation of national film industry served the purpose of countering foreign exploitation and monopoly.
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The turning point came in 1925, when Chinese filmmakers became more
actively involved at the level of film production. This had everything to do
with the market of overseas Chinese in Southeast Asia. As famous early film
producer Zhou Jianyun summarized,
In 1925, there were as many as forty to fifty film production companies in
Shanghai, and there were one or two new ones being set up each month.
At that time there was a strong demand among the film traders from
Southeast Asia for Chinese films: whenever a new film got released, it
would be sold at a good price.26
In a report on the film markets of Chinese cities conducted in 1930 by
J. E. Jacobs, the U.S. Department of Commerce ambassador for Shanghai,
the author identified the year 1925 as a turning point for Chinese film production: “From 1921–23, there were only 6 films. But there were 57 in 1926,
and the number was no less than that in 1927. The number for 1928 and
1929 was no more than 50.”27 The year 1925 was of special significance for
the film industry of Guangzhou: it was the year when the Canton–Hong
Kong strike broke out, which prompted the return of many local residents
to Guangzhou. The exodus brought an unexpected influx of creative talents
and financial capital to Guangzhou. Prior to the strike, there were seventeen
film production companies in Hong Kong, including Dahan, Liangyi, Sishi,
and Guangya. These film companies had produced a dozen short films, but
all of them had to close down in the wake of the strike. Guangzhou seized
this opportunity to build up its own film industry. Before the Hong Kong
film industry recovered in 1928, Guangzhou took advantage of this golden
opportunity to fully utilize its locale and human capital.
The first film production company in Guangzhou is connected to the
set located at a Xiguan mansion owned by China Sun (see figure 5.1). It was
set up for the film Love Is Dangerous (Rouge, Yanzhi, dir. Li Beihai, 1925).
In 1925, Liang Shaopo from Hong Kong created the Diamond Film Company (Zuanshi) in Guangzhou. He constructed a tent for shooting opposite
Rouji Hospital (the third affiliated hospital of Guangzhou Medical College
today). Tidal Wave of Love (Aihe chao, dir. Liang Shaopo, 1926) and A Small
Circle (Xiao xunhuan, dir. Liang Shaopo, 1926) were shot here in 1925–1926.
Later Liao Huashen, an overseas Chinese from America, rented the space
behind the temple of the city god, and established the Supreme Motion Picture Company (Tian’nan), which produced three films: The Law Breaker
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Figure 5.1. Shooting
Love Is Dangerous
(Rouge) in Guangzhou, 1924, with actors
putting on makeup

(Mingjiao zuiren, dir. Liao Huashen, 1926) and An Orphan’s Escape (Gu’er
tuoxian ji, dir. Liao Huashen, 1927). From 1925 to 1927, seven film companies
were set up, among them Guangya, Baiyue, and Guangzhou Nanyue. During these three years, they produced eight films (see table 5.1), most of which
bore local Guangzhou thematic resonances.
Were these films embraced by the local audiences and markets? To begin
with, the cinemas were not agreeable to showing local Cantonese films. Lu
Gen (Lo Kan, Lo Gun, 1888–1936), the “King of Cinemas” in Hong Kong
and Guangzhou, was not only unsupportive, but actively tried to squeeze
them out (detailed below). The cinema owners became cautious, afraid that
once they screened Cantonese films, they would be blacklisted by Lu Gen’s
Mingda Company.28 Second, to a culture deeply reliant on verbal expressions, Cantonese traits were hard to capture so as to cater to the local audience before the advent of sound film. The films did not feature local characteristics beyond the thematic. Love Is Dangerous, Army Dream (Congjun
meng, dir. Chen Junchao, 1926), and Tidal Wave of Love reached audiences
before June 1926, and their receptions were mixed, to say the least. One
movie fan thought that the acting in these three films tended to be either
underperformed or overperformed.29 A film critic also lamented, “It is not
that Guangdong does not have enough talent in the film industry. Nor is it
that the production companies lack adequate financial capital. There are actually quite a few decent scriptwriters around.” Why, then, were these three
films “released to such criticism that potential moviegoers might have been
discouraged”?30 In any case, the subsequent release of The Law Breaker was
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applauded by movie fans. Sheng Hua and Huang Yuqi considered the film
to have an equal footing with foreign films: the directing was comparable to
that of foreign masters, the acting was to the point, and the plot was delicately complex.31 Another movie writer with the penname of “Dragon Gate
Swordsman” commented that he had seen quite a few local productions
that turned out to be rather unpleasant experiences, but The Law Breaker
Table 5.1. A List of Guangzhou Films, 1925–1927
Title

Production company

Love Is Dangerous
(Rouge) (1925)

Hong Kong Minxin
Company, Guangzhou Production
Team

Tidal Wave of Love
(1926)

Diamond Film
Company

Army Dream (1926)

Guangya Film
Company

A Small Circle (1926) Diamond Film
Company

The Law Breaker
(1926)

Supreme Motion
Picture Company

Fake Mask
(1927)

Baiyue Film Company

An Orphan’s Escape
(1927)

Supreme Motion
Picture Company

Multiply and Make a Guangzhou Nanyue
Fortune (1928)
Film Company

Premiere date
and venue

Main subject
Based on the short story
“Rouge” in Chinese
literary classic Strange
Stories from a Chinese
Studio
Based on the famous
spoken drama produced by the Hong
Kong Chung Sing
Charity Society
Depicts the calamities
for common people
caused by conflicting
warlords
Depicts the unpredictable human mind
and the miseries of
workers under economic and imperialist
exploitation
Tells the story of a couple fighting against
the feudal system to
be with each other
Based on Cantonese folk
tale Killing a Dog to
Advise Her Husband
Tells the story of a child
breaking free from
abduction
A satiric comedy with
deep social morals

February 23, 1925;
Minxin World Theatre, Hong Kong
February 24, 1926;
Nanguan Theater,
Guangzhou
May 2, 1926; Hong
Kong
N.a.

September 9, 1926;
Mingzhu Theater,
Guangzhou
November 16, 1927;
Guomin Theater,
Guangzhou
November 24, 1927;
Xin Guomin Theater,
Guangzhou
February 8, 1928;
Yonghan Theater and
Zhongyang Theater
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worked at a higher level.32 Recalling An Orphan’s Escape, Liu Jintao—a cinematographer at Baiyue Film Company—said that it was ardently embraced
by the audiences.33 Still, the box office of these films could never compete
with soaring American and European productions. Nor were they matches
for their Shanghai counterparts, especially given that the latter had in recent
years gained a handsome industrial scale.
Almost all the film production companies chose to locate around Xiguan district, the well-known business center of Guangzhou in modern times.
Over thirty film companies were established in the 1920s and 1930s, spreading around the old city of Guangzhou and Xiguan (see figure 5.2 for the
major companies). This indicated that films, as a new form of production,
needed support from established businesses, and that they simultaneously
benefited the latter with a new form of culture, which was facilitated by the
establishment of cinemas in the same neighborhood (see figure 5.3, detailed
below). More often than not, new film companies in Guangzhou would simply rent traditional mansions or built tent factories, as opposed to building
special shooting sets, as in Shanghai. This exposed the deficiency of the production capacity of the Guangzhou film industry. As a matter of fact, once
the Hong Kong film industry recovered after 1928, several companies with
their roots in Hong Kong returned home. During 1929–1931, the old companies in Guangzhou slowly closed down, while no new companies opened.
It was not until the 1930s that the Cantonese film market regained its
geographic autonomy: twenty to thirty film companies mushroomed into
being during 1932–33, as “prosperity made a rare case in the recent decade.”34
In terms of production quantity, Guangzhou also exceeded Hong Kong
during this revival. Guangzhou as the center of Cantonese culture appeared
to have a particular attraction to local films, with the Cantonese language as
its core.
Additionally, unlike other port cities where the cinemas were controlled
by foreigners, most of the cinemas in Guangzhou were owned by Chinese
nationals. As a native Cantonese, Lu Gen, for instance, reinvented himself
from a comprador providing service to foreign banks for their trades with
China,35 into the first Chinese national dedicating to the cinema business in
Southern China. His empire of cinemas perfectly demonstrates the trend:
that the majority of Hong Kong businessmen were from Guangdong. As
Zhang Xiaohui points out, “Many early Cantonese businessmen simultaneously possessed the identities of Hong Kong businessmen or overseas
Chinese businessmen.”36 After Lu Gen set up his film distribution outlet
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Figure 5.2. The locations of major production companies in 1920s–30s
Guangzhou

Mingda and the Coronet Theatre in Hong Kong with around two hundred
seats,37 he built the Mingzhu Theater at the Long Bund with around six to
seven hundred seats. That was the first formal movie house in Guangzhou,
pivotal to the growth of local film culture.
It is important to note that the Chinese ownership of Guangzhou theaters had much to do with the city’s abundant overseas remittances. The
decade of 1917 to 1927 saw a peak in this financial flow. According to Zhang
Xiaohui, “Overseas remittances were mainly used in speculation businesses, such as real estate in Guangzhou, land transactions, and usury.”38
Guangzhou had a thriving cinema industry, ranking second nationally, and
almost all of its cinemas were built by overseas Chinese who returned from
aboard.39 As a result, while there were only thirteen venues involving screening activities in Guangzhou before 1920,40 new cinemas started to appear
thereafter: one in 1920, one in 1922, two in 1923, two in 1924, four in 1925,
three in 1926, eight in 1927, three in 1928, two in 1929, four in 1930, one in
1931, three in 1933, one in 1934, and one in 1937. By the time the war broke
out in 1937, thirty-nine cinemas had been built in Guangzhou. The biggest
five in the early days were Jinsheng, Mingzhu, Guomin, Zhonghua, and
Yonghan, which had luxurious “wide seats and grand cinema halls.”41 In the
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Figure 5.3. The locations of major movie theaters in 1920s–30s Guangzhou

1930s these cinemas were upgraded with sound film projection systems, and
luxurious decorations and sofas were added to the interiors. The first-class
cinemas with first-run releases included Jinsheng, Mingzhu, Xin Guomin,
Zhonghua, and Yonghan: these five cinemas had exclusive screening rights.
Jinsheng, Mingzhu, and Yonghan only screened Hollywood films, while
Xin Guomin and Zhonghua only screened Chinese films, mainly Shanghai
films.42 These cinemas were located at the business centers in Xiguan and
Long Bund. Together with the architectures of the East Asia Hotel and Asia
Hotel, they created a prosperous urban milieu in the early Republican period (see figure 5.3 for the major theaters).
There were conspicuous communications and interactions between the
early film industries of Guangzhou and Hong Kong. The two cities also
manifested a supplementary relation, thanks to different political environments. Though “the two cities were more or less the same, Guangzhou was
a bit more prosperous.”43 But in general terms, Hong Kong triumphed over
Guangzhou in political stability and financial capital. Accordingly, in 1932,
Tianyi Company from Shanghai moved southward, and when the U.S. overseas Chinese Zhao Shushen (Chiu Shu-sun, Joseph Sunn, 1904–1990) and
Guan Wenqing returned to China to found the Grandview (Daguan) Film
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Company (originally founded in Los Angeles in 1933), they chose to relocate
to Hong Kong instead of Guangzhou. These were the two biggest film production companies in Hong Kong in the 1930s, which helped expand the
film industry of Hong Kong. These external political and economic factors
restricted the further development of Guangzhou film industry. As of August 1935, a local newspaper reported that “the film production companies
have all left Guangzhou for Hong Kong.”44 On top of this, the outbreak of
the Sino-Japanese War had in fact strangled the development of Chinese
national film production industry in general. There were no big film companies even in Shanghai after 1945. Hong Kong, with its peculiar colonial
status, by contrast, became a very desirable place to continue the Chinese
film industry. Compared with Guangzhou, the advantages of Hong Kong
became even more pronounced.

The Demise of Guangzhou Film
In analyzing the reasons for the failure of Cantonese cinema after the middle of the Republican period, Ming K. Chan pointed out that Guangdong
people’s personalities were too strong, and there were many internal conflicts. Furthermore, Guangdong had the tradition of giving much weight
to trade but less to production. Guangdong is “located on the edge of the
coastal borderline, which is vastly different from the central plains . . .
[The Cantonese] are less ambitious in politics than in business.”45 Political naïveté could somehow be detected in Cantonese intellectual elites
such as Wang Jingwei, Hu Hanmin, and Chen Jitang, who, as cofounders
of the Nationalist Party, became gradually marginalized amid the power
struggles with political newcomer Chiang Kai-shek. Looking at the national film industry from this perspective, it is notable that Cantonese
people and capital constituted the strongest force in the early days. Even
in 1926 in Shanghai, there were fifteen film companies, such as Great Wall
(Changcheng), Big Asia (Daya), and Pacific (Taipingyang), which were
founded by Cantonese, alongside fifty-three Cantonese actors (such as
Yang Naimei, Zhang Zhiyun, and Wang Hanlun), and eleven Cantonese
directors (like Zhang Huichong).46 But the Cantonese presence waned
in the following decade. In the 1930s, Lianhua Film Company, the biggest
film company in Shanghai, aggregated capital from both Guangdong and
Hong Kong to run a new cultural enterprise, though it ended in failure. Its
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entrepreneur, Luo Mingyou (Lo Ming-yau, 1900–1967) spent the rest of
his life in missionary service in Hong Kong. Lu Gen, the aforementioned
“King of Cinemas” in Guangdong and Hong Kong, was talked into the
joint venture Grand Theatre in Shanghai, which directly resulted in his
bankruptcy.
Lu Gen owned many luxurious cinemas in various cities, including
Hong Kong, Guangzhou, Shanghai, Hankou, and Beijing, and monopolized the distribution of Hollywood films in Hong Kong and some parts
of the Mainland. As Lu’s business model centered on profitable Hollywood
imports, it was not in his interest to see local Guangzhou films flourish.
Accordingly, he would, through vicious tactics, cut off supplies to cinemas
that screened locally made films. But when American film companies set
up distribution offices in Shanghai and became Lu’s direct competitors, Lu
changed his business strategy by tapping into film production. He rented
Mingyuan Studio, which belonged to Luo Mingyou, to establish Zhenye
Company, and made a Cantonese film titled The Fool Pays Respect (Dailao
baishou, dir. Hou Yao, 1933). Lu Gen, like many others, held a negative attitude toward regional films. He believed that the center of Chinese film was
Shanghai, and had the ambition to capitalize on this with his financial puissance. By contrast, it was two non-Cantonese personalities—Shao Zuiweng
(Runje Shaw, 1896–1975; owner of Tianyi) and Shao Shushen (founder of
Grandview)—who believed in the value of this regional culture and market. In 1936 when the Nationalist government banned Cantonese-language
films in the name of the unification of the Chinese film industry, Shao and
Chiu, the bellwethers of the Cantonese film industry, initiated the Huanan
Film Association to negotiate with the Nationalist government and earned
a three-year grace period.47
In tandem with the global distribution of American film and the Mandarin language policy adopted by the Shanghai film establishment, the transition to sound cinema in the 1930s determined the regional character of
Guangzhou and Hong Kong films. Produced in vernacular Cantonese, most
of these films featured local and historical subjects, and their audiences consisted mainly of moviegoers in Guangdong, Guangxi, and Southeast Asia.
However, there was also competition for human resources and capital between these two cities. In the 1919 Industrial Plans, Sun Yat-sen drew examples from the common prosperity of the harbor cities such as Victoria and
Vancouver in Canada and Seattle and Tacoma in the United States to make
the point that Hong Kong and Guangzhou could also enjoy common pros-
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perity. But in fact, political relations between Guangdong and Hong Kong
had always been quite fraught. For example, behind the curtain of the 1924
Canton Merchant Volunteers Incident and the 1925 Canton–Hong Kong
strike, there were fierce conflicts between the British–Hong Kong government and the Guangzhou government underneath. Within the film industry, although communication between Guangzhou and Hong Kong and
the sharing of talents, financial capital, and technology were firmly in place,
there was inevitable competition all along. Eventually Hong Kong would replace Guangzhou as the central port city of Southern China, downgrading
Guangzhou to a second-tier foreign trade city.
From the 1920s, when the film industry began to develop, to 1937, when
the war broke out, it was hard to decide which of the two cities was winning
the competition in the film industry: there was no significant difference in
their respective film cultures and the scale of their industries. They both
remained at low levels of production, and they both enjoyed a stable Cantonese film market. Hong Kong’s competitive edge began to show after 1934.
This was because Guangzhou had an inferior position in political stability
and port trading conditions. The filming equipment and film negatives, for
example, had to be imported via Hong Kong, with complicated procedures
and taxes.48 As veteran filmmaker Lu Dun recalled:
The production institutions were weak in themselves: they had weak
economic power, so much so that they did not even build shooting sets.
Oftentimes they made films on the rooftop of the Sincere Company,
or in the old Xiguan mansions. They had rather primitive equipment.
And with the box-office success of the sound film The Platinum Dragon,
directed by Xue Juexian [Sit Gok-sin, see Kenny Ng’s chapter in this
volume)] and Romance of the Songsters, produced by Grandview (and directed by Zhao Shushen), the Guangzhou film industry, totally lacking
filming equipment for sound films, was outcompeted.49
A bigger issue lies in the fact that the national film industry developed
in sync with the revolutionary history of modern China. The Guangzhou
film industry lost the first opportunity with the establishment of the Nanjing government in 1927; it was incapable of catching up with the Shanghai
film industry. The second opportunity for Guangzhou film to develop was
missed when the war broke out in 1937, and the opportunity was passed to
Hong Kong (the sudden fall of which came in 1941). Hong Kong was fur-
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ther empowered by the many filmmakers who fled Shanghai. In the article
“Why Wasn’t the Base of Cantonese Films Set in Guangzhou?” Lu Dun
suggested that “Guangzhou was the most unsettled city, eventful with unsatisfactory living conditions . . . the local bureaucracy was corrupt, and daily
life and social security were unstable. Many capitalists were much discouraged. Therefore, the base for Cantonese film production moved to Hong
Kong, a place with a more secure environment.”50
Hong Kong displayed a solid city identity in her films, with pronounced
regional culture and language, while Guangzhou became a less visible entity. Despite the famous Pearl River Film Studio, Guangzhou had not been
considered the cultural source of Cantonese films, or as a city that would
become the center of the regional film industry. Hong Kong benefited from
its status as a colony, which protected it from much political turbulence, and
finally earned it the opportunity to develop Cantonese-language films into
a remarkable cultural product that realized the convergence of technology
and art. The flexible and pragmatic overseas Chinese investors would not
hesitate to replace Guangzhou with Hong Kong to sustain their film investment. Hong Kong was 200 kilometers from Guangzhou and in the 1920s it
took at least half a day to cross the Shenzhen River to arrive in Hong Kong
(other than this traditional ferry route, the Guangzhou-Kowloon railway
started operation in 1911, and a Guangzhou–Hong Kong airline link became
available in 1930). For the film industry, with the change of times and the
establishment of cultural trends, it was inevitable for human resources and
financial capital to side with one of the two cities. Nevertheless, the opportunities and problems Guangzhou faced in the Republican period are still
important topics in the study of Lingnan culture.

Conclusion
With the canon of Chinese national cinema firmly in place, we should value
the diversity of regional cinemas, and attend to the different ways that people
from various regions received movies. While advocating for the importance
of other cinema cities besides Shanghai, we are fully aware that this stance
may also run the risk of perpetuating Shanghai as the sole representative
of Chinese cinema. A characteristic of China lies in its ethnic diversity and
geographic expansiveness. If film is deemed a diversifiable cultural expression, it should reflect multiple layers of meanings. When we return to the
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study of history, however, we find Chinese film history has been portrayed
as lacking diversities and complexities; it is unlike a film history of “China,”
but like a one-dimensional narrative. It even misses the lines of development that really matter: How did films arrive in China? How was Chinese
audiences’ perception of film shaped? On what ground was the cinematic
conception of national film production established? What exactly was the
structure of the film industry in the Republican period? None of these questions can be answered by simply referencing Shanghai cinema. Thus the significance of the current study lies not only in presenting new materials, but
also in reframing existing film historiography.
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